
A Division of C&J Event Group LLC

BUSINESS FOR SALE

CONTACT:  
Licensed Oregon Real Estate Brokers

AMELIA SALVADOR    STAYCE BLUME
503.415.9556     503.314.7914
amelia@ameliasalvador.properties  stayce@homesinblume.com

ASKING PRICE $299,000



The Master’s Meals Catering  is a well-
established, profitable business; for 35 years.  
This business comes with an exceptional 
reputation of high quality foods, catering 
services and is one of the top in its industry.

The business caters to all types and varieties of 
special events and corporate functions. From 
initimate to large scale and everything in 
between. It serves all meals from breakfasts, 
brunches, luncheons, buffet-style to sit-down 
dinners.  Master’s has the ability to serve casual 
to formal layouts, depending on the clients
and event requirements. 

Master’s has been active and participates 
with the annual local bridal-wedding shows and 
has built a following within the wedding industry.
 



LOCATION  148 SE POWELL BLVD.  
   PORTLAND, OR 97236

ESTABLISHED  1983

REAL ESTATE  Leased

LEASE RATE  $1500/mo.
NNN   $.30 / sqft.      
   Total  $1902/mo.

BUILDING SIZE 1,350 sqft

BUILT   1992

ZONING  CM1 
   commercial mixed use1

The Building is centrally located in East 
Portland with easy freeway access to I-205 and 
I-84.  It’s a twenty minute distance to Downtown 
Portland, Gresham, Vancouver and Damascus.   
There’s a paved parking lot with  ample spaces 
for staff and clients.  The business comes with a 
transferable lease in a great commercial 
complex. 



The Kitchen Facility is a well-designed, 
fully- equipped, well-maintained commercial 
grade kitchen with modern devices normally 
associated with a certified commercial kitchen.

The building is a commercial complex with 
approximately 1,350 square feet of operating 
space. The facilities are clean and neatly 
organized.  The kitchen is heated and air 
conditioned.  Equipment is in excellent to 
good condition. 

It has capacity to increase revenue without 
building expansion and has potential to take it to 
the next level of catering services by increasing 
more contract accounts and includes the 
current, active client accounts. 

A thorough, complete list of the commercial 
grade equipment is available to serious inquiries, 
upon request.

Currently, the facility is a working and operating 
business, so please do not disturb. To schedule a 
private onsite tour of the kitchen space, please
contact the listing brokers directly. 



INVENTORY   Included in asking price

FF&E    Included in asking price

GROWTH   Includes active accounts, 
                                  capacity for more 
    catering contracts

SUPPORT/TRAINING 4 - 6 weeks

REASON SELLING  Retiring

GROSS REVENUE  $254,000

ASKING PRICE   $299,000

A 2015 transport vehicle van is also included 
with the sale of the business for easy load/unload 
and transport of meals and food items. 
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